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Our interest in this chapter is in ‘descriptions of deviance’ and our approach is grounded in that branch of ethnomethodology and conversation analysis known as membership categorization analysis (MCA, for short). As with other ethnomethodological approaches, in MCA descriptions of deviance are approached as members’ phenomena of local order production, accomplished as situated action for practical purposes through the use of members’ methods. Instead of theoretical versions of descriptions of deviance, for example in symbolic interactionist accounts of the role of definitions, interpretations and labels in the ‘social construction of deviance’, MCA emphasizes the study of deviance from within, as the product of locally organized practices in which description is a central feature.​[1]​ 
There is now, of course, a longstanding recognition, not just in MCA but within ethnomethodology and conversation analysis more broadly speaking, that description is fundamentally important in social life. As Heritage’s (1984: 136-7) has pointed out, ‘during a substantial proportion of their daily lives, ordinary members of society are engaged in descriptive accountings of states of affairs to one another. Discussions of the weather, depictions of goods and services, assessments of character and reports of the day’s doings are the routine stock in trade of mundane talk.’ Similarly, ‘for many occupations and agencies – including medical personnel, police, lawyers, welfare workers, accountants, journalists, insurance agents, loss adjusters, estimators, technicians and scientists’ (Heritage, 1984: 137) (to name but a few such occupations), a preoccupation with descriptions – their adequacy, applicability, consequentiality, bias, truth, interested character, etc. – is a major feature of working life.  In light of this ubiquity, the claim that ‘what counts as social reality itself is managed, maintained and acted upon through the medium of ordinary description’ (Heritage 1984: 137) would appear to be apt, to say the least. Its aptness, furthermore, would appear to resonate with Garfinkel’s (1967: 1) empathic statement that the ‘central recommendation’ of ethnomethodological studies is that the activities whereby members produce and manage settings of organized everyday affairs are identical with members’ procedures for making those settings “account-able” (our emphasis).
	It is also now widely appreciated that membership categories, membership categorization devices, category predicates and various maxims associated with their use are major resources in the methodic production of descriptions and the accountability of actions, identities and settings. Previous literature in MCA has shown, for example, how categories are used in ‘making lessons happen’ (Payne, 1976), understanding newspaper headlines (Lee, 1984; Eglin and Hester, 1992), allocating or avoiding blame (Watson 1978, 1983), providing a motive for an action (Watson, 1983; Hester, 2000; Eglin and Hester, 2003), discrediting a witness, or avoiding a lawyer’s attempted discreditation (Drew, 1992), identifying oneself as a rebel or revolutionary (Sacks, 1979),  organizing topical talk (and many other actions) (Sacks 1992), and searching for help with suicidalness (Sacks 1966), to name just a few studies.​[2]​ Within the fields of law, crime and deviance, such categorically organized descriptions are not only both fundamental and ubiquitous, but their use may be also especially consequential and significant. These fields provide settings where alternate description can mean the difference between reprimand or reward, police response or inaction, caution or charge, acquittal or conviction, financial penalty or custodial sentence, even life or death. Over the past thirty years or so a large corpus of ethnomethodological studies has accumulated that has addressed in a variety of ways the uses, organization and significance of descriptions of persons and their actions in such settings. One early example from this corpus can be found in Meehan’s (1989) study of citizens’ calls to the police. Meehan indicates that citizen callers cast their ‘problems’ ‘in terms which display their police relevance to the police operator.’ Hence, ‘the availability of police-relevant categories may influence citizens to account for their problem.’ In particular, in the context in which Meehan’s investigation was conducted, ‘youth gangs were identified as a problem and a special ‘gang’ car was officially instituted for dealing with the gang problems.’ As a result, callers described groups of youths as ‘gangs.’  Meehan argues ‘that this category of police relevance became a resource for citizens and police personnel (e.g. police operators) alike to formulate the police relevance of problems.’ Similarly, in the case of Brannigan and Lynch’s (1987) study of a brother’s perjury in a Canadian trial – ‘bearing false witness’ - the ‘standardized’ properties of the brother-brother relationship provided for the accusation and plausibility that one brother had lied to the court to assist the other in an earlier narcotics trial. Finally, and more recently, in Eglin and Hester’s analysis of the words of Marc Lepine, spoken to his victims during the course of The Montreal Massacre, namely that they were ‘women’ and ‘feminists’’ was offered as a way to make his actions accountable as political and not ‘merely’ murderous.
	For the purpose of the present discussion, the key points to take from this past literature in MCA as well as the wider corpus of ethnomethodological and conversation analytic studies of description are threefold. The first is that descriptions are always selections from alternatives. The second is that they are contextually contingent and in particular recipient designed. The third is that they are deployed not for their own sake but in order to accomplish specific items of social action. Accordingly, in the rest of this paper we will be concerned with these aspects of descriptions of deviance in relation to a particular setting. Before presenting our analysis, some discussion of the details of the setting in which our data were gathered and the methods used to collect and analyses it are in order.

Setting, data and method
In keeping with the principles, policies and practices of the ethnomethodological and conversation analytic traditions, the focus of analysis here is on the specificities of a corpus of instances of naturally occurring descriptive talk-in-interaction obtained in one particular setting using methods of participant observation, audio-tape recording and transcription. The setting is the ‘referral meeting’ involving teachers and educational psychologists whose task is discuss children who have been referred from schools to the School Psychological Service. Twenty four such initial meetings, each lasting on average about one hour, were observed, tape-recorded and transcribed over a two-year period.​[3]​ Referral meetings constitute an especially propitious setting for the analysis of descriptions of deviance because they are so central and pivotal to what is being done there. 
Although the specific reasons for a referral differ from case to case, they generally share at least one objective. From the referring school personnel’s point of view this is to enlist the expertise, support and help of the educational psychologist in doing something about, and in devising ways of dealing with, the referral and the problems for the school (and sometimes the family who may have requested the school to refer a child) that he or she presents. According to the official government Department of Education’s ‘Code of Practice’ (2001) for the educational management of children’s deviance under the rubric of their ‘special educational needs’, the referral of a child to the School Psychological Service may occur when within-school efforts at control and remedy have been exhausted or when the problems of deviance displayed by a child are categorized as beyond the remit of teachers’ ordinary classroom competence. A legally enforceable ‘statement’ of the child’s ‘special educational needs’ may then eventually be issued, depending on the outcome of the educational psychologist’s assessment of the child’s problem(s), negotiations with the Local Education Authority about resource allocation and other contingent and interactional matters. From a teacher’s first impressions of a child’s problems to the eventual issue of a statement is a long road of descriptive events, a ‘process’ whose cumulative constituent details remain largely unaddressed and unanalyzed in both educational and sociological literatures. Nevertheless, such length means that it is beyond the scope of the detailed analytic attention required for an ethnomethodological understanding of the local production of the events comprising it. Instead, then, the focus here is restricted to some instances of one particular event – the first referral meeting where teachers describe referred children to the educational psychologist for the first time and in detail.​[4]​ Other events must await further research.
Referral meetings constitute an especially fertile setting for the analysis of descriptions of deviance because they are so central and pivotal to what is being done there. They are central to the portrayal of the referrals as bona fide referrals. This means that referring schools cannot refer just ‘anyone’. They are obliged to refer only those for whom intervention by the School Psychological Service can be heard as a reasonable and rational, for all practical purposes, course of action to take in response to the referral. Furthermore, whilst the act of referral, tout court, can legitimately be heard to implicate such intervention, by itself it will be insufficient to set the institutional wheels in motion, so to speak. For this to happen, the referral must be described in such a way that it can then be heard accountably as a case for such institutionally provided for intervention on the part of the educational psychologist.  Accordingly, the description of referrals in referral meetings affords an opportunity to investigate the selection and design of descriptions of deviance for their interactional utility, specifically their elicitation of professional help from the SPS.

Referral meetings and the description of deviance in school
A first point to note about the talk-in-interaction in referral meetings is that the referral him or herself is not present to witness, acknowledge or challenge what may be said about him or her. Participation is limited to the educational psychologist and one or two teachers from the referring school. In terms of sequential organization, meetings are typically commenced with an open question from the psychologist – for example, ‘what about this one?’ or ‘what’s the problem?’, followed by an answer from the teacher or teachers. These answers are then standardly extended via acknowledgements and continuers and by follow-up questions seeking clarification and elaboration. Topic shifts to new aspects of the referral occur mainly through more closed questions from the psychologist. 
	Obviously, this is a very brief version of the sequential organization of meetings which we cannot elaborate here. We mention it only to provide a rough and approximate sense of such organization. Our focus, as we indicated earlier, is on the descriptions of deviance themselves that are produced via such sequentially organized talk-in-interaction. 
As we have said, in the referral meetings, a major purpose is to enlist the help of educational psychologists in designing solutions to problems of deviance in school. Sometimes the psychologists may be asked directly for help and advice, but more often the request for help is left implicit in the description of the referral. Our focus then is on how the descriptions implicate the help and subsequent intervention of the psychologist. The teachers do not say in so many words ‘we need your help’; implicitly, the referral meeting itself serves to project that a request for help is forthcoming, but by itself this would not be sufficient for the case to be so heard. Unless, the case is described in particular ways then it would not be so heard. How then in the absence of explicit request are cases heard such they accomplish their accountability as a request for help and intervention? 
The key point in these cases is that, the description of the deviance for which help is sought does the work, so to speak, of making the request for help. Specifically, we want to suggest that five particular features of these descriptions can be heard to implicate the intervention of the psychologist with respect to the referrals. In other words, our argument is that the hearability and recognizability, that is, the accountability of the descriptions as constituting a request for professional educational psychological help and intervention, is achieved via description of five main features of the referral. These features are (1) the deviant character of the referral’s problem(s); (2) the mundaneity of that deviance; (3) its extremity of that deviance; (4) its generality; and (5) its irremediality. Each of these features is itself assembled and accomplished via the deployment of a variety of categorical components and methodical practices. Unfortunately, restrictions of length inhibit detailed analysis of these components, the systematic relations between them and the methods of their use in the context of this paper. However, we will illustrate and consider some of these components in our discussion of the five key features.​[5]​  In what follows, then, our discussion will have to limited to some specific examples of a few of the components involved. 

(1) Deviance	
As indicated above, the first descriptive feature of the referrals is their deviance. Clearly, without there being some problem of deviance, then there would no grounds for referral in the first place; unless the school faced some kind of problem it would have no reason to refer a child. Documentation of deviance involves descriptions which exhibit, as Frank and Foote (1982) put it, the ‘difference between a normal child and ... [the] ... description of the present case as not normal. In other words a ‘contrast set’ (Sacks, 1966) is developed in which aspects of the referral in question are made understandable through their opposition to attributes of a normal child’. Two main ‘models of deviance’ (cf. Pollner 1974, 1978) were used in developing and describing these contrasts: a norm-infraction model and a developmental model. 
The norm-infraction model, as the name suggests, involves rule-breaking or norm-infraction. With respect to a rule, it specifies conformity on the one hand and deviance on the other. Deviants are those who break the rules(s). Within the presently context, these rules may be classroom or other school rules, relationship rules between teacher and pupil or between pupil and pupil, and sometimes criminal laws that are applicable outside as well as in school. Deviance in terms of this model can be described in a variety of ways, though the most common are membership categories (e.g. ‘thief’, ‘bully’, ‘truant’) and activities constitutive of such categories (e.g. ‘she steals’, ‘he bullies those smaller than himself’, ‘she doesn’t come to school very often’). 





002	T2:	well (0.8) as I see it (0.5) er he always has
003		been a nuisance I mean I hear from other people 
004		who've had him you know from the time when
005		he was in the first and second year that's the 
006		way he spoke to teacher in the way he behaved 
007		in class
008	EP:	mmhmm
009	T2:	you know a continuous disruptive element in the 
010		class
011	EP:	mmhmm
012	T2:	I've had im now since last September
013	EP:	mmhmm mm hm
014	T2:	and (0.8) up till err Easter (0.6) though-i-his 
015		attitude to: to teaching he er (-) to me 
016		particularly (we have er (-) gathered from what 




021	T2:	and (0.5) but (0.9) this was only in the in the 
022		manner of you know he wasn't prepared to work (0.5) 
023		he-e wasn't as far as I was concerned up till this 
024		term 	actively non-cooperative you know positively 
025		disruptive
026	EP:	mmhmm




In this extract, then, the referral is described in terms of the membership category ‘nuisance’ and in terms of several activities which elaborate the meaning of that membership category. The category and the activities that exhibit it refer to several kinds of classroom or school rules: cooperating with the teacher, not being disruptive, and  having a respectful relationship with the teacher. The norm-infraction model is also used in the following extract:
Extract 2
AH 1/2
001	FT:	(.........) January when I came into the class
002		Alan was very sort of quiet shy he was always 
003		weighing up the situation but I think all 
004		children do with a new teacher .hhh initially 
005		then he started running round the room 
006		screaming ‘I'm taking no notice’, ‘I'm not 
007		bothered by you’, ‘I don’t care what you say’,
008		and if you didn't take notice of him he wanted 
009		your attention fair enough all young children 
010		do want attention sometimes some more than 
011		others but if you didn't notice him he would 
012		go and punch there's two children in the class 
013		that seem to be picked on more than anyone 
014		else and he'd go and punch them or kick them 
015		or swear at them .hhh and if that didn’t work 
016		y’know if I didn’t jump up immediately and go 
017		straight to Alan he’d pick up the chairs and 
018		start throwing them across the classroom and 
019		telling me to eff off
020	P:	mm hm 
021	T:	and he was just really trying to show that he
022		wanted attention all the time
 
As in extract 1, in extract 2 the teacher again uses the norm-infraction model to describe the child as deviant. This is accomplished via, firstly, a contrast between what the referral was like when the teacher first came into the class (in January) and what he subsequent behaviour turned out to be. At first he was ’quiet’ and ‘shy’, just like ‘all’ i.e. normal children, when they are given a new teacher. However, whilst most children, by implication, ‘settle down’, in the case of this referral,  he took to a pattern of behaviour that involved ‘running round the room screaming’ various things at the teacher, namely that he would take no notice of her, that he was not bothered by her and that he didn’t care what she said. Clearly, screaming at the teacher in itself can be heard as a norm-infraction in the same way that the particular things screamed at her are. It is normative for pupils, after all, to be ‘bothered’ about the teacher, to care what he or she says and to take notice of their teacher. As the descriptions of the referral accumulate, it also turns out that he breaks rules about how to relate to other pupils, specifically rules about non-violence, and that he throws chairs around the classroom and swears at his teacher when she declines to pay attention to him.
The developmental model refers to norms of a statistical nature (cf. Becker 1963) with reference to which children exhibit different patterns of development relative to the positioned categories of the stage of life device. Children can then be measured, assessed and contrasted in terms of the standards and stages of normality in relation to such categories. As Frank and Foote (1982: 116) say, ‘pediatric and child psychological practice provide for such contrasts by making available standard measures of physical and socio-psychological development, along with measuring instruments which can be used to contrast the child in question with the norm’. In the case of the referral, these ‘measures’ are those of the teachers. Assessment of children in terms of such measures is part of widespread educationists’ knowledge, not just psychologists and pediatricians. A range of such measures, yielding presumptions about what is normal for a given age are available and are mapped onto the stage of life device, for example, stage of academic development, maturity, stage of emotional development, reading age and stage of language development.
 	The developmental model of deviance is evident in the following extract which concerns an infant, age four, who has just been introduced to the reception class:
Extract 3
AN/1
001	HT:	Now, when she brought him in she said er e-e
002		wasn't a good talker
003	EP:	Mm hm
004	HT:	and er I think I said was there anything else 
005		wrong with him and er she said no
006	EP:	mm hm
007	HT:	and-I asked her as usual you know her first name 
008		her husband's first name
009	EP:	Yeah
010	HT:	so she gave her husband as Paul and she's Pauline
011	EP:	mm
012	HT:	and-I accepted this er
013	EP:	Mm hm
014	HT:	Quite happily (....) and er we saw his birth 
015		certificate- but it wasn't very long before we 
016		realised that it was more than just a poor 
017		speaker he-he can't speak very much at all, he-he 
018		doesn't know the=
017	EP:	=[ mm hm ]
018	HT:	=[language], he doesn't know the names of common 
019		objects, no response to various simple 
020		instructions such as `stand up', `sit down', he's 
021		really functioning like an=
022	EP:	=Mm hm=
023	HT:	=eighteen month or two year old baby
024	EP:	Mm hm

In this example, the teacher begins with the mother’s categorization of the referral as a ‘poor speaker’ contrasting this with what she and her colleagues soon ‘realized’. What they realized was that the child’s language competence was far worse, for a child of his age, than that posited by the mother. Thus, as the teacher puts it, the referral ‘can’t speak much at all’, ‘he doesn’t know the language’, ‘he doesn’t know the name of common objects’ and does not respond to ‘various simple instructions’. This linguistic incompetence is then summed up with the use of categories from the stage of life, namely that ‘he’s really functioning like an eighteen month or two year old baby’ and not as a normally competent four year old.

(2) Mundaneity
If the norm-infraction and developmental models are the two models which are used to identify and describe the kind of deviance exhibited by the referral, a further model is used in according a ‘real’ or ‘mundane’ quality to such deviance. This is the ‘realist’ or ‘mundane’ model of deviance, wherein a sense of the deviance as having an objective existence independent of whatever the teacher or psychologist may think about it (Pollner 1974, 1978; Hester 1991). In other words, the deviance is real and exterior to any judgments that these persons may make of it. The mundane model is a widespread feature of practical reasoning in legal, educational and other settings. In the context of referral meetings its use assures that it is the child him or herself who is the object of educational intervention and not the judgments of the teachers. 
The use of the mundane model can be seen in numerous extracts. For the purpose of the present discussion, its use can be illustrated through a consideration of two extracts from the data. The first of these has already been discussed in relation to the use of the competence model in describing deviance, namely extract 3 above. In that extract the teacher, in drawing a contrast between the mother’s and the school’s description of the child makes use of the word ‘realised’. Such a word, as Sacks (1992: 788) has indicated, is used when the contrast class of ‘true/false’ becomes relevant. In this extract 3, the contrast class is expressed in terms of what the referral’s mother ‘said’ versus what the teachers subsequently ‘realised’. In characterizing what was done ‘realising’, the teacher can be heard to construct a contrast between the mother’s (mere) version and the ‘real’ state of the child’s speech competence. In so doing, as Smith (1978) indicated in her analysis of persons ‘realising’ that ‘K’ was mentally ill, the teacher can be heard to state that the referral’s linguistic incompetence preceded and was exterior to its discovery. Such mundane reasoning preserves a distinction between the act of realizing and what was realized, the latter being the independent and objective cause of the description of deviance. 




1079	T1:	and in no way would he tell Jim Anderson who
1080		had done it an’ then he just became dumb 
1081		insolent virtually at that point
1082	P:	mm hm
1083	T1:	right and you can imagine there en it you know 
1084		‘who the hell’s pinched my bloody expensive 
1085		stuff’ right an’ he just sits
1086	T2:	he forces confron’ he forces confrontation
1087	T1:	stands (0.5) that’s right

This extract contains an example of ‘constraint talk’ (Hester 1991). This is talk that exhibits the speaker’s orientation to a domain of social facts that are understood as responsible for the speaker’s actions. Phrases such as ‘I couldn’t help it’, ‘we had no choice’ and ‘she had to do it’ are expressions of this kind of talk. They describe states of affairs in which the speaker conceives of him or herself as being constrained by persons, forces and circumstances that are neither of their making nor under their control. In the context being considered here, it suggests that deviance is not only oriented to as independent of and exterior to its categorization but it also exerts a constraining influence on what it is done about it. In the above extract, then, the referral’s behaviour is described as the pre-existing grounds of the teacher’s attempts to discipline it or, as the teacher puts it, to ‘confront it’. The mundaneity of the child’s deviance is evident in that, from the teacher’s point of view, it is not the teacher’s decision to confront the child which transforms him into an object to be confronted; rather, the child is already ‘forcing’ confrontation.  
(3) Extremity
It is one thing to describe a referral as deviant, and mundanely so, it is quite another for that deviance to be something recognizable as appropriate for educational psychological intervention. This is because deviance is a routine feature of classroom life and teachers are trained and develop experience in managing it when it occurs. Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, a third feature of the selected descriptions of deviance in referral meetings is that the participants describe the deviance as being beyond what teachers can ordinarily be expected to manage. In other words, the deviance is described as extreme and, as such, can be heard to implicate educational psychological intervention. This extremity was stressed with respect to both the norm-infraction and competence models of deviance.





001	T:	But you know: one does one's best for those who 
002		can't cope at the level of the (0.6) average of the 
003		form you know an tries to amuse them and entertain 
004		them but when you've got a lad like Peter Willis 
005		you've got somebody who's absolutely uncooperative
006	P:	((s.v.)) Mm-hm-hm
007	T:	He has no intention of going along with you in any way
008		whatever




002	T:	Errm (0.5) at the moment I've taken (along his 
003		classroom) down in the gym waiting for Jeremy
004		to come down .hhh but it's reached such a stage 
005		with 	me: that errm (-) you know I find that the 
006		boy's completely uncooperative (1.0) now I've 
007		been 	teaching now for something like twenty 
008		five or thirty years (0.5) an never have I had 
009		to (0.5) to: call on the help of a year tutor 
010		or anybody else to assist me with a child 
011		((r.v.)) but in this one I must admit that I 
012		just don't know what to do to handle him.

Here the teacher invokes a category, the ‘experienced teacher’, of which he is claiming membership. A predicate of this category is standardly being able to handle ‘stroppy lads’ and other difficult pupils. Hence, under ‘normal circumstances’, at it were, his category bound expertise would enable him to manage successfully any problems which such pupils might present.  In this case, however, in spite of his incumbency of such a category, the teacher does not know what to do. The clear implication is that the case is one which is beyond the category bound knowledge of even the experienced teacher; it falls outside the domain of normal practice for such persons and hence can be heard to implicate a need for special educational provision. Furthermore, as the teacher also mentions (lines 011-012) ‘in this one I must admit I just don’t know what to do to handle him’. 




001	T1:	Nobody's s-s:poken of this lad as a discipline
002		problem as such: if anything he's rather 
003		introverted (0.5) err (1.5) there have been (.) 
004		comments which were made to me: when I fir:st 
005		became involved which said e'is-his mathematics 
006		are atrocious (1.4) his: number concepts seem 
007		to be: (.) so poor (.) that (0.7) he shouldn't 
008		be in the maths class (.) the teacher didn't 
009		know really what to do with the lad (.) because 
010		he just couldn't do the things now (.) even at 
011		this stage he wasn't disruptive (.) but 
012		obviously he was gaining nothing from (0.6) 
013		class time.

This extract contains the use of three extreme case formulations pertaining to the pupil. The first refers to ‘his number concepts’ being ‘so poor ..’ that ‘..he shouldn't be in the maths class’,  the second consists of a report that the teacher ‘didn't know what to do with him’ and the third observes that ‘he was gaining nothing from class time’.  The collective upshot of these formulations is the identification of the child as beyond the limits of normal school provision and hence as requiring some kind of special educational help. Likewise, in the following extract (6) the referral is described as `absolutely unccoperative' and as having `no intention of going along with you in any way whatever'. These formulations of the extreme character of the child's lack of cooperation leave no room for doubt.  The implication is that he child is not only unresponsive to the normal means whereby such cooperation may be negotiated or otherwise obtained in the classroom, but also that the school does not have any further resources with which to address the problem.  Under the circumstances, a referral to the educational psychologist is an intelligible and rational matter.
	
(4) Generality
In criminal trials, defendants are examined about particular offences, and the purpose of a trial is to arrive at a verdict of guilt or innocence with respect to a specific offence or collection of specific offences. Similarly, in police interrogations, the suspect is questioned about specific events, the object being to decide whether to charge the suspect with a specific act. Finally, in calls to the police, the talk with the dispatcher is standardly about some event that requires attention and help. In contrast, within referral meetings the parties are not explicitly concerned with guilt or innocence, nor are they focused on particular acts. The central point is that unlike other settings, in which descriptions of deviance are produced, such as courtrooms or police interrogations, the concern of both describer and recipient is not with specific acts but with generalities, that is to say, the descriptions of deviance produced in referral meetings are predominantly general in character. The concern is with how the referral is generally deviant and not with particular acts that he or she may have committed. 
An orientation to the generality of deviance is evident in both the psychologists’ questions and teachers’ answers. The psychologists’ questions are of two main types. They are general activity questions and general attribute questions. General activity questions seek information about what the child does. Some of them are quite open, as in questions about what ‘sorts of behaviour’ does the child engage in. However, most are more specific with respect to particular forms of activity. They nevertheless seek to establish whether of not the child does something, generally speaking. General attribute questions seek descriptions of what the child is like. Examples include: 
‘What sort of behaviour first of all is it, is this primarily his behaviour at home that’s causing the concern rather than his behaviour at school?’
‘When he actually gets down to doing some work what’s his work like?’
‘What sort of things does he talk about?’ 
‘What sort of when father says he cannot leave him at home when they come back what sort of things is he doing while they’re out?’ 
‘Do you know if he’s breaking things at home rather than just pulling things out is he smashing things?’
‘Does she sort of apply herself in the classroom?’ 
‘Do you think he was particularly avoiding you or do you think that was a style that he shows with um y’know sort of throughout the school in some ways?’
‘What about umm-y’know the relationships with other kids there in the class how does he get on with them?’
‘He’s always an extreme behaviour one day the next day?’
‘Well yes I mean you err your impression is that err::m he seems to be an average
sort of lad in terms of y’know ability?’
	In each of these quotations (our emphases added), the psychologist can be seen to ask general questions, seeking to establish what is generally and categorically the case. The teachers’ descriptions were also general in character, and this generality was achieved through four main types of descriptive practice. These were the use of membership categories and sort categorizations, generalized descriptions of activities, general descriptions of attributes and typified action sequences. Each of these types of practice was in turn methodically accomplished in a variety of ways and was often used in systematic combination with others. Clearly, a detailed explication of these practices and their relations is beyond the scope of this chapter, and so our discussion will necessarily have to be brief. We will restrict our exposition of the teachers’ accomplishment of generality in their descriptions to some representative examples.

Membership categories and sort categorizations





001	P:	so: the: what what is the nub of the problem? Truancy 
002		doesn't sound like it's
003	T:	well that's  [ not] no it's not=
004	P:    		 [ no ]
005	T:	=that no it's really it's thieving for a start that







001	T:	I know, the other side which I see of him is that (0.7)
002		he's a thief (0.7) you know hgh he'll pick up anything 
003		y'know errgh (1.3)

As can be seen here, in extract 8 the teacher uses the membership category ‘bully’ and in extract 9 the teacher describes the referral as a ‘thief’. In both cases, it is clear that the teacher is not saying that on one occasion the referral bullied or stole something, but that they are generally speaking a bully and a thief. 






001	T1:	you see he's the sort of boy who you will meet on the








General Activities: Persistence, Repetition and Habit




001	T:	ahh I must admit father’s right he said he ruins all
002		his clothes ahmm that they really don’t feel like 
003		buying him anything new at all because he rips 
004		everything there is he can have on and sure enough he 
005		is certainly not as well dressed as the other children 
006		were or his younger brother





012		go and punch there's two children in the class 
013		that seem to be picked on more than anyone 
014		else and he'd go and punch them or kick them 
015		or swear at them .hhh and if that didn’t work 
016		y’know if I didn’t jump up immediately and go 
017		straight to Alan he’d pick up the chairs and 
018		start throwing them across the classroom and 
019		telling me to eff off

As with iterative verbs, and as Edwards (2006) has demonstrated in connection with his study of their use by suspects in police interrogations, modal verbs such as ‘would’ (‘will’ works in a similar fashion) serve to indicate that the behaviour in question is typical and general, that is, habitual and expectable.  In this case, the things that the referral ‘would do’ (punching and kicking, throwing chairs about and swearing at the teacher), are things generally and habitually done. 





001	T1:	this sort of silly running about and silly (0.3) 
002		playing about he's got lots of energy
003	P:	mmhmm.
004	T1:	an' he has sort of err little boy=
005	T2:	 [mmhmm]
006	T1:	=[tch  ].hh he wants to play little boy games of 
007		running around the corridor

In this case, then, it is said that the child ‘wants to play little boy games’. It seems to be clear that this is offered as a description of something that the child is persistently and repetitively disposed to do.
 General attribute categorizations









006	T2:	yes this is what I said.








002	T:	Errm (0.5) at the moment I've taken him from his
003		classroom down in the gym waiting for Joseph to come 
004		down .hhh but it's reached such a stage with me:
005		that-errm you know I find that the boy's completely 
006		uncooperative.






001	P:	umm and (0.6) what about attain-well, no, let's just
002		say, umm (1.2) what is the main problem then?
003	T:	hhh well, I would say i-it's mainly behavioural
004	P:	mm hm
005	T:	it's this p-er it-it is this problem of the fact that








001	T:	yeah well look I-I-I'll say what happened today then
002		before you got 'im Derek because he must have been high 
003		as a kite by the time you got 'im today it's
004		wet weather (0.7) so the school's in difficult turmoil 
005		GCSE examinations are goin' on so they can't go to
006		their normal ports of call in wet weather .hhh an:d
007		(0.5) in the dining hall today he was messing around 





In this case, the categorization is collaboratively built. The first teacher describes an incident involving the referral that day. He reports how the referral was ‘in the dining hall today he was messing around (0.5) doing ridiculous things (0.7) throwing some potato at somebody’. This is then followed up by the second teacher, who states that ‘that’s him’. This can be heard to state that the reported behaviour is typical, it is the sort of thing that he does. Another example of a typical action sequence can be seen in the following:
Extract 17
WJS/174
001	P:	what about um y’know the relationships with other kids
002		[there] in the cla[ss ho]w does he get on with them?
003	T1:	[mm]              [thh. ]
004   T1:	well here again you see-er-very often (-) umm (-) the
005		sort of thing that I hear (0.8) is (-) umm (0.5)
006		‘Please Sir, Philip Boge’s just punched me’ (0.9) he’s 




A number of points can be made about this extract. Firstly, the psychologist’s question is about the referral’s ‘relationships with other kids’ and it is hearably general; it can be heard to seek information about how the referral ‘gets on’ with his peers. The question is understandable as referring to his relationships in general, not his relationships on some specific occasion or even under some specific set of conditions.  The psychologist asks ‘how does he get on with them’ (‘the other kids there in the class’). ‘Getting on’ refers to a general pattern; the question seeks a general answer not a specific instance of how the child ‘got on’ with someone on a specific occasion. Secondly, the teacher’s response exhibits his analysis of the question as being a categorical one (about general matters). He answers the psychologist’s question with an exemplar of the ‘sort of thing’ that he hears’: ‘Please Sir, Philip Boge’s just punched me’. What follows is then to be understood not as a unique event when the referral ‘just got up sometime y’know (-) wandered across and thumped somebody’ but rather as a category of event that is typical and general for this child. 
	Typical action sequences are also often described via the use of ‘if .... then’ structures. These describe what the child is like or does, generally speaking, under some set of particular circumstances. The following extract contains an example of this:
Extract 18
RMSJ
001	T:	if he’s playing football for the school and he comes in
002		in a muddy mess and mum says you know ‘go get washed’ 
003		or ‘go into the bath and take your football kit and put 
004		it into the washing bin’ he doesn’t do it he goes and 
005		stuffs the old things under the bed

Under these circumstances described the referral, then, does not comply with instructions to get washed. Again, this is something he does in general in these circumstances. Similarly, 
Extract 19
RMSJ
001	T:	if he’s forced to have a bath apparently he’ll get in
002		with his muddy things on which is a bit crazy you know 
003		a ten year old is not that stupid and Terence is not 
004		stupid





The fifth key feature of the descriptions of deviance is irremediality. This feature consists in the various ways that teachers report that attempts have been made to deal with a problem but that these have failed. In one case, for example, the teacher reported that in the case of a child who was ‘always quarreling’ and ‘disturbing others’, it was ‘very difficult to isolate anybody’ and therefore prevent a recurrence of the disruption. More seriously, in extract 7 above, the teacher confesses that ‘I just don’t know what to do with him’.
In extract 1, it was reported that all efforts to persuade the child to behave normally were fruitless if ‘he doesn’t want to’:
AH/1

001	T:	other mornings he’d come in he’d say ‘I’m 
002		doing nothing, I’m not going to do an effing 
003		thing (-) and he won’t no matter what you do, 
004		you can cuddle him, you can talk to him 
005		nicely, you can sit him down if you (got him 
006		away if) we have the assistant, if she can 
007		take him out and if he doesn’t want to that 
008		day he’ll do absolutely nothing

In the above extract, then, the irremediality is marked with the phrase ‘he won’t no matter what you do’, followed by a list of some attempted remedial measures. Furthermore, it is then reported that ‘if he doesn’t want to that day he’ll do absolutely nothing’. In other words, it makes no difference what the teacher or her assistant do, if the child is set against it, then he won’t do it; their remedial attempts do not work. 




001	T1:	well, I know very little about erm Simon
002		except what's in the reports (..........)
003	T2:	well, I think the reports are quite 
004		comprehensive (......) aren't they. I read 
005		through them, the class teacher's reports, 
006		the one, Mrs Smith that used to have him, she 
007		had him for two years and er (......) when 
008		you got it all put together, and it seems to 
009		have been a regular er a regular thing that 
010		he shows signs of improvement a little bit 
011		and then gone right back, that sort of thing=
012	EP:	=mmhm=
013	T2:	=struck me (.....) there wasn't a continuous 
014		flow of improvement (-) and different things 
015		that were tried errm succeeded for a while 
016		and then failed. She had one system where 
017		errm if if he was er if he was good, if he 
018		didn't get his (.....) right, his mother 
019		would give him some money on a Friday (....) 
020		this worked for two or three weeks and then 
021		that didn't work (...) all these sorts of 
022		things have been tried and have failed (-) 
023		and of course as he got bigger his aggressive 
024		behaviour became more of a problem in school. 
025		That was in the end the cause of him being 
026		suspended.






001	T: 	they’ve talked to him, they tried everything
002		under the sun to get through to him but he’s 
003		still stealing and he’s also stealing from home
004	P:	mm

Our analysis so far has focused on five key features of descriptions of deviance in referral meetings. The first – deviance – establishes the referral as deviant, either in terms of a norm-infraction model or a developmental model. The second – mundaneity – establishes the deviance as objective and external to the judgments and views of the referring school. The third – extremity – marks out this ‘real’ deviance as something extreme, something beyond what the referring school can be expected to handle in its everyday life. The fourth feature – generality – indicates that the deviance does not consist of isolated, one-off incidents, but is a persistent and continuing problem. Finally, the fifth feature – irremediality – describes the deviance as something for which solutions have been tried within the school but that these have failed. Our argument is that these five features, taken together, can be understood as making a case for professional educational intervention and help. Such intervention is predicated of the membership category educational psychologist under these sorts of circumstances. It is the school’s legal right to seek help and the educational psychologist’s legal responsibility to assess and to advise in those cases of deviance which are extraordinary and extreme, general rather than merely occasional, and which have seen attempts at remedy within the school come to nothing. As we have indicated, the teachers in the referral meetings do not say in so many words ‘we need your help’. To be sure, the referral meeting itself serves to project that a request for help is forthcoming, but by itself this would not be sufficient for the case to be so heard. Unless, the case is described in particular ways then it would not be so heard. Our analysis has sought to show that the five features of the descriptions of deviance comprise a method whereby this hearing is achieved. In describing the deviance in these ways, then, the case is made for professional help. It is via the production of the descriptions themselves that professional help is sought.

Conclusion: Descriptions of Deviance, Recipient Design and the Case for Professional
Help

We have shown that the teachers describe referrals in general terms, they point to the extremity of the problems presented by the children and they indicate their irremediality, that is, they have tried but failed to deal with the problem; they are so serious they are beyond the capacity of normal classroom teaching to deal with them. In these descriptions, we have argued, the teachers can be heard to invoke and appeal to the professional expertise of the psychologist and to request their professional help and advice. There is programmatic synchrony between the teachers’ descriptions of deviance and the response of the educational psychologist. Yet this hearability is, for the time being, at least, something that we have asserted is the case. We have claimed a hearable programmatic synchrony in the descriptions of deviance but we have not demonstrated that such a hearing is one that the psychologist makes. What evidence, then, is there that the descriptions of deviance we have analysed are in fact understood as requests for professional help? 
	This question resonates with an issue in CA concerning the ‘next turn proof procedure’. Acccording to several discussants (e.g. Hutchby and Wooffitt 1998; Schegloff 1992), what some conversational item actually is, what action it can be understood to be doing, is revealed in what its recipients make of it in the next turn. In the absence of a response in the next turn that demonstrates that the speakers themselves understand the descriptions as invoking the standardised relational pair, teacher/educational psychologist, are we not simply engaged, as Schegloff (1992) has put it, in a promiscuous ‘culturalist’ analysis whose only authority is our own common-sense knowledge? Is there not a danger that such invocation reifies categories and relationships as explanatory devises rather than conceiving of them as in situ, moment to moment accomplishments? Such a danger, it has been suggested (Schegloff 1992), was responsible for a shift in Sacks’ preferred analytic method, namely that any analytic claim had to be ‘proven’, not merely by recourse to the analyst’s own cultural knowledge, but by inspecting the details of what is actually spoken and what is actually made of such speech by the participants in the talk-in-interaction being analysed. These methodological considerations have, then, provided for the requirement that analytic claims satisfy the ‘next turn proof procedure’.
	At first glance, the requirements of the ‘next turn proof procedure’ would appear to create some difficulties for the analysis presented in this chapter. This is because it is quite clearly the case that in the turns immediately following the teachers’ descriptions of deviance the standard responses are either acknowledgements and continuers or questions that either follow up what has just been said or initiate new topics. Such ‘next turns’ hardly amount to a convincing ‘proof’ that the psychologists understand the descriptions of deviance as requests for professional help. We could, of course, concur with this conclusion, but such concurrence would be based on a cursory inspection of the data and, we would argue, on a much too literal understanding of the notion of the ‘next turn proof procedure’. Thus, it is clearly the case that in both conversational and a variety of institutional contexts, the place in which to demonstrate understanding, by whatever means, may be considerably later than the immediate next utterance. To be sure, one way to understand the meaning of a ‘next turn’ is to think of it as the turn immediately adjacent to a previous turn, as in question and answer. However, as Sacks’ and others’ analyses of the telling of stories has conclusively shown, there is also a sense in which extended and often collaboratively produced stretches of talk can be considered ‘turns’ at talk. With stories and jokes, the appropriate place for the ‘response’, where a demonstration of understanding and appreciation is to be made, is at the end of the story or joke, not in the middle of its construction. 
A similar organizational arrangement prevails in referral meetings. Thus, they are standardly divided into two ‘phases’. In the first, the teacher, in collaborative interaction with the psychologist, describes the case. Once the case has been described, it is then the ‘turn’ of the psychologist to produce a response – to make recommendations about what to do next, to offer advice and to outline a plan of reaction to the facts of the case as they have been constituted in and through the teacher’s descriptions. The point here is that the recipients – the psychologist – only takes up the descriptions in the response phase of the referral meeting. It is in their outline of a programme of intervention that the psychologist demonstrates how they have understood the preceding descriptions. 
For example, in the case of AN/1 already discussed above – the referral whose language skills were described of those of an eighteen month or two year old baby – the psychologist responded by saying that he wanted the teacher to try to implement a simple ‘learning programme’ in order to ‘try to see if he can learn at all’.
Extract 21
AN/1/5
001	P:	right what I what I would suggest is between now and me
002		coming to see him
003	T:	uh huh
004	P:	which is likely to be sev-sveral weeks
005	T:	uh huh
006	P:	I I might be able to squeeze him in fairly quickly I 
007		might not
008	T:	uh huh
009	P:	in between that time what I suggest you do is (2.0) 
010		have devise a very simple and very specific learning 
011		programme for him where you you’re going to aim to 
012		teach him several words
013	T:	mm hm
014	P:	important words such as ‘I want to go the toilet’ or
015	T:	a ha
016	P:	‘I want my dinner’ or ‘I don’t want my dinner’ er just
017		concentrate on er very simple aspects of
018	T:	yes
019	P:	er of language just to see whether he can learn
020	T:	yes
021	P:	or not to give us some indication
022	T:	yes
023	P:	it could be that you may have to teach him to
024		understand orders maybe ‘come here’ or ‘go away’ or
025	T:	this is it this is it
026	P:	or ‘sit down’

This extract is only a fraction of several pages of transcript in which the psychologist elaborates his proposed response to the teacher’s description of the referral’s deviance. What is clear from it, however, is that this response clearly ‘fits’ with the teacher’s description of the problem and, we would argue, demonstrates that the psychologist has heard the descriptions of deviance as a request for professional help. Thus, where the teacher had previously described the referral with descriptions like ‘he doesn’t know the names of common objects’, ‘he doesn’t know the language’ and ‘he’s really functioning like an eighteen month or two year old baby,’ the psychologist now proposes that the teacher try ‘a very simple and very specific learning programme’. Making this suggestion, giving this advice, and doing so in terms of the detail of the teacher’s description of the deviance, clearly indicates that the psychologist had been presented with what they understood to be a case for intervention and a request for help, and that he understood the teachers’ talk in that way. 
One further example should suffice to make emphatically clear the connection between description, understanding and response.
AH/1/244
001	P:	right well I’m gonner have to come in again and see him again
002		(2.5) if you could ermm between now and when I see him
003		it’ll be some time next week when I get [in ]if it’s= 
004	T:	                                        [mhm]
005	P:	=not next week it’ll be the week after I want you to
006		I’d like you to monitor 
007	T:	mm
008	P:	his behaviour I don’t mean monitor every minute what he 
009		does
010	T:	no
011	P:	but errm today just a brief summary of what he’s been 
012		like
013	T:	mhmm
014	P:	well starting from say this afternoon
015	T:	mm
016	P:	‘this afternoon for most of the time he was okay got
017		on with his work etcetera etcetera [but] thumped two=
018	T:	                                   [mhm]
019	P:	=girls err sat on four boys tore sixteen paintings off
020		the wall’ err you know this sort of thing

Here too, then, there is a discernible ‘fit’ or categorical symmetry between the earlier descriptions of child as engaging in extreme forms of attention-seeking, involving violence towards his fellow pupils, and the admission that the school’s attempts to remedy this had failed, and the proposed response. Clearly, in taking up the case by asking the teacher to engage in monitoring and recording his behaviour, the psychologist can be understood to be responding to the teacher’s earlier talk as involving a request for professional help from the psychologist.















^1	 Endnotes This focus on descriptions does not exhaust the reach of ethnomethodology in relation to deviance. There remains the neglected issue of the ‘missing whatness’ of (so-called) deviant activities themselves, phenomena to which ethnomethodological attention has been conspicuously absent, with only a few exceptions. The exceptions are Wieder (1974), Wieder and Zimmerman (1974), Zimmerman and Wieder (1974, 1976), Stoddart (1974), and Hester (1976). A more recent exception is Garot (2007).
^2	  Readers unfamiliar with the MCA tradition of work within ethnomethodology and conversation will find it most useful to begin with the studies of its founder, Harvey Sacks. Although Sacks himself did not distinguish ‘MCA’ from the larger discipline of CA, which he invented, there is no doubt that his work, both published and unpublished provided the original inspiration for its development. See especially, Sacks (1966, 1974 and 1992a).
^3	  I am grateful to John Newton for his help in collecting some of this data and his contribution to some of the early analysis of the materials, to Laurence Hazell for his fastidious transcription work and to the ESRC for a grant to cover some of the costs of transcription.
^4	  Previously, in the course of setting up the referral meeting some minimal referencing and description may have occurred (for example, the child’s name, school and age may have been mentioned when the educational psychologist was informed on the school’s intention to refer), and before that, of course, there will have been meetings between teachers and the school special educational needs coordinator in which descriptions of the child will have figured centrally. However, the remit of the negotiated access and the research reported here did not extend to first-hand data on the talk-in-interaction in these previously occurring events. Instead, access via participant observation and audio-tape recording consisted only of those situations and occasions involving the work of educational psychologists as they met and talked with teachers, their social work colleagues, other educationists (such as education welfare officers) and referred children. Consequently, in addition to the initial referral meetings between educational psychologists and teachers, observations and recordings were also made of the psychologists’ intelligence tests, case reviews, case conferences and what were known as ‘waiting list meetings’ where psychologists relayed received referrals to their social work colleagues who then allocated them a place on their list of cases awaiting social work assessment. However, to reiterate, these other settings and occasions, even though they too involve a great deal of descriptive action will not be considered here. 
^5	  A full discussion of these components and their relationship to each other is provided in Hester (forthcoming).
^6	  Another, more argumentative, conclusion which we will not pursue here is that adoption of the next proof procedure as part of requirement that analytic claims be grounded in what is actually said and in the actual responses to what was said only serves to postpone the point at which unexplicated cultural knowledge and cultural analysis is engaged in and relied upon (Hester and Francis 2003).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